Weddings

Celebrations

at Hendra Barns are simply unforgettable.
Our exclusive lakeside setting is unique
in Cornwall with acres of rural charm in
which to make your vows, and versatile
entertaining spaces in which to celebrate
with your guests, providing memories to
last a lifetime.
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ALL WEDDINGS AT HENDRA BARNS
ARE ON AN EXCLUSIVE BASIS.
Your private four-day celebration can
be designed entirely your way, with
accommodation for twenty between three
premium properties.
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Ceremonies

Hendra Barns has two registered locations, where marriages
may be performed.

Lakeside Arbour
A beautiful wooden arbour, that was handcrafted by owner
Ken, sits at the lakeside. At 7ft round, a smaller wedding party
may be entirely accommodated under the structure, or a
larger party may be seated outside on the lawn to witness the
ceremony.
Outdoor | Capacities:
28 Seated | 46 Standing Inside
				Unlimited Outside

Hendra Barn Lakeview Conservatory
The L-shaped conservatory at Hendra Barn has wall-toceiling windows to two sides, with views over the lakes
and uninterrupted countryside. The conservatory will
accommodate up to fifty in theatre-style seating, and a
marquee may be erected on the patio, adjacent to the french
doors, to allow additional space.
Indoor | Capacities:
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50 Seated | 80 Standing
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Entertaining

Hendra Barns is a versatile venue. The exclusive
peaceful setting is perfect for a smaller celebration with
family and friends, while the grounds are large enough
to accommodate a marquee party.
Function Room
Hand-built by owner Ken, this beautiful new barn
has oak beams, a glass vaulted ceiling, oak floors,
chandelier lighting and will comfortably seat 60.
There are also toilets and a kitchen for caterers, plus an
add-on marquee to accommodate a further 30 guests if
required.
Marquees
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Marquees may be erected on the lawn, nearby the
arbour, or alternatively on the patio adjacent to Hendra
Barn’s conservatory. We have trusted suppliers we
prefer to work with.
Catering
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Couples are free to select their own catering supplier,
to suit their day. The catering team and equipment
could be accommodated within existing buildings,
depending on their requirements.
Decoration and Equipment
Hendra Barns is your blank canvas. Should your dream
be a vintage, rustic or other theme, you may decide
the decoration and furniture to hire in and design your
special day.
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Accommodation

Hendra Barns is a private resort in secluded countryside.
Former barn buildings have been carefully renovated, by Hendra Barns’
owner Ken Evans, to provide three beautiful residential properties which
share 2.5 acres of grounds. This stunning setting is yours to enjoy, for an
extended celebration with your guests.
< Hendra Barn
Sleeps 10 | Expansive dining/living
orangery | Five bedrooms | Master
bedroom with en-suite and balcony
overlooking lakes.

The Old Coach House
Sleeps 6 | Three bedrooms | Walled garden

Little Hendra
Sleeps 4 | Two bedrooms | Courtyard garden
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Personal
Service
Hendra Barns is owned by Ken Evans,
a skilled carpenter who has carefully
renovated the barn buildings and
landscaped the grounds into the beautiful
resort you see today.
Ken is continuously improving and
maintaining the resort - in fact he never
rests! - and lives within the grounds with
his partner Maggie.

Ken Evans and Maggie Macfarlane

With a keen eye for detail and organisation,
Maggie is Hendra Barns’ Weddings
Coordinator, ensuring that the prior
planning is in place for weddings and
celebrations to run smoothly.

and Peacocks
Hendra Barns is home to much wildlife,
the most forthcoming of which are two
peacocks - and four peahens - whose
stunning plummage is reflected in our
communications.
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Henry | Famed resident peacock at Hendra Barns

Hendra Barns, Mitchell, Newquay, Cornwall TR8 5AZ
T: 01872 510 884
E: info@hendrabarns.co.uk

www.hendrabarns.co.uk
@hendrabarns
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